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Best zombie apocalypse movie list

Picture: see hsw Zombie apocalypse may not be upon us yet, but it's probably a good idea to be prepared. See if you're ready to meet the living dead by trying your hand at this quiz. TRIVIA Only an expert can name all these Jeep models from a photo. can you? 7 minute quiz 7 my personality how ready



are you for the apocalypse? 6 minute quiz 6 my personality answer these random questions and we will guess how healthy your lifestyle is 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA Honda or Nissan: only 1 in 15 people can correctly identify the make of these vehicles! can you? 6 minute quiz 6 my personality how
ready are you to DTR? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA are you ready for this tough dog race identification quiz? 6 minute quiz 6 my personality which iconic dragon ball z villain are you? 5 minute quiz 5 min personality what is your brain actually good at? 5 minute quiz 5 min personality can we tell if you have
children or not? 5 minute quiz 5 my personality what is the most attractive quality of your personality? 5 Minute Quiz 5 How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Luckily for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to help. Our award-winning website
offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times we ask you, but we always
explore in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Playing quizzes is free! We send trivia questions and personality tests every week to your inbox. By clicking Sign Up, you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years of age or over. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace
Holdings, LLC, a System1 company Keep up with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! (Pocket-lint) - Imagine waking up one morning to learn that the whole world had been taken over by a deadly virus that turns people in the brain munching zombies. Before Bob Geldof could rustle up
a good charity concert to find a cure, he gets his calf gnawed by the undead. The world descends into chaos, and it's just you, one can of baked beans and a struggle for survival. Not many will make it past the first few days, thanks to the lack of training in dealing with zombies. To prevent people from
being turned into a bunch of guts, there are now specialized training camps designed to get you clued up on zombie survival. Fearing the worst and worried about our huge holes in zombie knowledge, Pocket-lint led down to get involved, brushing up on our weapons skills and taking on an undead while
we were at it. Pocket-lintThe first thing we needed to do was learn how to handle our weapons properly. This would help prevent random shooting accidents that can lead to some pretty Damage. Our coaches, like we we add were skilled officials who wished to remain anonymous, handed over our
weapons. Replica M4 in hand, loaded with paintballs and complete with tactical light on the front, we got ready to shoot. Those who have used paintball weapons before will know how inaccurate they can be, however, these were not, and we hit targets dead in no time at all. Pocket-loThe real excitement
started with room clearing training. Imagine you being confronted with a building in the depths of zombie heartland. It can be a useful hiding place, or turn into a buffet for the undead. Some space clearing techniques, to stop your arms being chewed in tight places, and all this can change. The first thing
you have to do is pair yourself with someone. There must be someone you trust that space clearing requires constantly looking at each other's backs. We understand that you can be alone on your travels through zombie countries, but our training relied on teams. Expect to die pretty quickly if you're alone.
When you have a partner, you have to learn how to stack up. Without this important technique room clearing and general zombie battle is going to be impossible. The tighter and closer you are as a couple, the smaller the gap, so the less likely a zombie will be able to take you on. When confronted with a
room, you stand by the door, partner behind, press them and then rush in. Pocket-lintFirst man takes the left and clears it of zombies, the other takes to the right. Then fall into one knee and declare clear space! to your partner. If you have multiple team members, then instruct them that there are multiple
rooms in front. They will then stack up in the next door and clear the next room and get stuck, so you can jump frog and clear the next room. As we learned very quickly, all the excitement, yelling and the general threat of zombies can cause you to get a little ahead of yourself, which means you can miss
goals. Any gaps between couples leave the first person rushing into a room immediately vulnerable from behind, very dangerous indeed as we discovered to our danger. So the rooms are ready of zombies, up next are corridors and open spaces, much more of a challenge. Pairing is crucial again as the
frontman falls to one knee while behind the person shoots over his head. This means that both can shoot at the zombie at once. Headshots, by the way, are an absolute necessity, as every gamer knows. Pocket-lintOpen areas are the hardest as you are vulnerable to attacks from all sides. The zombies
we were up against were less like the quick attackers of Left 4 Dead and more like the wandering animals in Dawn of the Dead. Nevertheless, you would be surprised at how easily they could take you. Part of our training involved being driven via Ford Transit to an open area. What is crucial is that you
maximize the weight of fire you can throw at zombies. Imagine a game of snake on the old Nokia phones, peel into the van like a winding snake and peel out in the same way. Setting up next to of the van in a row, so if something does a drive on you then fire can be poured into them. The training was now
over, and it was time to try to put on some zombie samples for real. Conveniently, well in some respects, a zombie attack just happened to erupt in the middle of our training. Sirens went out, and we piled into our tent for a briefing on how to contain the eruption. First was to clear the perimeter of the camp.
It was now pitch black outside, so seeing some zombies proved difficult, despite the tactical lights attached to our rifles. Pocket-lintWe had to clear out a set of cabins located opposite the base, which required us to drive into a van and pile out, negotiating a dangerous piece of open terrain. A lead car in
front was tasked with doing the first push. That's when things started to go wrong. The lights off, the doors of the van closed, we could hear our teammates in the lead car screaming. Adrenaline pumping, we threw the door open and flooded out. Most of the training we had been through immediately fell to
pieces when we saw a zombie smash the car window and pull a friend out, right through the broken glass. A few brief moments of screaming and we gathered, went for the headshot and moved on. We now realized what we were up against and gathered into a close-knit group. Pocket-lintWith the
perimeter cleared, we were confronted with a set of Portakabins. Shining our tactical lights on the doors, none of us looked at the back, which led to a stray zombie managing to take out a member of our team. Most of the Portakabins were ready, bar one that contained a particularly large zombie. It
managed to pull a teammate inside, as we could hear screams while the zombies had their way with him. We stuck the barrels of our weapons into the doorway and eventually managed to prise it open. The zombie was still strong, but soon fell to the ground after a double tap on its head. With the first
wave above we regrouped at base camp. Similarities to the safe housing elements of the Left 4 Dead had to be drawn. Offers ammunition and shotguns for cups of tea, and you get the picture. It was then time to tackle the main event: a warehouse stacked full of the undead and the only antidote right in
the center. Pocket-lintTight corridors, sirens, flashing lights and lack of almost all lighting at all created a sense of total confusion. Our room clearing skills from earlier were tested to max as each one of us squared up against zombies. A special difficulty was to cope with a small crawlspace filled with
zombies. Getting the head shots wasn't easy, and some teammates took a bite in the leg while we were trying to get through. Pocket-lintOnce we did eventually make it into antidote things had gone worryingly quiet. We had the sinking feeling that what was waiting around the corner was going to be bad.
The collection of zombies awaits us more than confirmed that feeling. Less a rogue zombie chomping on his arm, it was more like a rugby scrum composed of the undead. Our teammates thankfully managed to pull them off us and our now steely reactions meant head shots were instantaneous. Crisis
over, antidote in tow, we blew ourselves out of the warehouse to safety, regrouping with the other team that had cleared out another area of the base. It was really fun at the same time as it was scary at the same time. Left a little battered and bruised, but zombie attacks safely taken care of, we hung up our
boots and delivered in our rifles. For those interested in having a zombie experience like no other, bring the action from the console to real life, or if you are just after any exercise in case the worst happens then head to wish.co.uk to get yourself booked in. It's around £60 and takes up half the day. We
suggest you bring plenty of warm clothes that you don't mind throwing trash. Don't expect to leave without bruising, zombies like to play rough and the day is pretty intense. Nevertheless, a lot of fun and massively useful for future undead proofing. Any tips for surviving a zombie attack? Let us know in the
comments below... Written by Hunter Skipworth. Skipworth.
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